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Did you catch the change - Fall Back - going to EST (Eastern Standard
Time)? It gives us an extra hour ….. for a day! What did you do with
it? Here are some suggestions. Upgrade, upgrade, upgrade. Yes it’s
that time again. OS X El Capitan is ready. So is - finally - iOS 9.2 for
the iPhone and iPad. It will take more than an hour to do all three,
but if you can set aside around an hour for each one, you can do it.
El Capitan is the major upgrade with respect to time required. Make
sure you back up first! Apple has good instructions at http://
www.apple.com/osx/how-to-upgrade/ to be sure you’re prepared.
iOS 9 is another story. When first offered, there were lots of reported
problems from losing your photos to a possible hack. Within just a
few weeks, Apple is already up to iOS 9.2. This upgrade is for both
iPhones and iPads. I want to see the new split screen feature! How
about you?
v
v

And with luck, we’ll have a fully upgraded laptop, iPhone 6 and iPad Air
at the next meeting. Join us on Saturday Nov 7th to see how we’ve
done. The meeting runs from 9am to noon and is open to the public.
We meet in the band room at Voorhees High School just north of
High Bridge, NJ. We’ll be glad to see you.

Saturday morning, November 7th

9am - 12 noon
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Apple Drops One to One Training Program
by Adam C. Engst

If that sounds like a lot of
personal interaction for $99 per
year, you’re right, and that’s
undoubtedly why Apple is
eliminating the program. The
Apple retail stores will continue
to give free hour-long workshops
on a variety of topics. It’s unclear
if some sort of data migration
service will remain available.
The practical upshot is that if you
bought a new Mac before the end
of September,2015, you could
have signed up for One to One
training, since Apple will
reportedly be honoring the
program through the end of
September 2016.
Barring that, or if you need more
significant help than you’re likely
to get in an Apple Store, you’ll
often find equally knowledgeable
people at independent Apple
Specialists[http://
www.applespeciali st.com/] and
among the membership of the
Apple

Consultants

Network

[https://consultants.apple.com/].
And, of course, you could always
seek out your local Mac user
Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015 TidBITS
Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008 TidBITS Publishing Inc.
Reuse governed by this Creative Commons License: http://tidbits.com/
terms/.
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A Not So Short List of People to
Blame for Internet Content Woes
by Adam C. Engst

By now, you’re likely aware of the kerfuffle
surrounding ad blockers for iOS. If not, here’s the short
version. In iOS 9, Apple made it possible for developers to
create content blockers that could prevent ads from
appearing in Safari on the iPhone and iPad. So they did,
and when I last looked, Purify Blocker was the top-selling
paid app in the Productivity category — clearly people
want the faster and less intrusive browsing experience
provided by an ad blocker, and some developers aren’t
above profiting from tools designed to hurt other
businesses. Others have trouble with that — developer
Marco Arment’s Peace ad blocker became the top-selling
iOS app overall briefly before he pulled it from sale several
days later. The fuss even prompted the Interactive
Advertising Bureau trade group to admit that the ads have
gone too far.
In subsequent weeks, Internet ink has flowed fast and
furious with debate about ad blockers — fast and private
browsing is great, but most Internet publications rely on
ad revenue. The backlash against ad blockers has already
begun — in a high-profile response, German company
Axel Springer announced that it is now blocking readers
of its Bild tabloid Web site who use an ad blocker, asking
them to whitelist the site or turn off the ad blocker so ads
display, or pay €2.99 (US$3.37) per month to browse the
site without ads.
If you’ve contemplated or installed an ad blocker out
of disgust for how ads impact your Internet experience or
because you dislike being tracked on principle, you’ve
probably wondered who’s to blame for this mess. It’s easy
to point fingers at grasping publishers and sleazy
advertisers, but we need to look harder. I was pondering
the question in the shower this morning, and when I got
out, my reflection in the bathroom mirror made me realize
just who the real culprit is: it’s me, you, and everyone else
on the Internet.
That’s right, we’re all to blame. That’s because we’re a
bunch of cheap bastards who aren’t willing to cough up a

few bucks to pay for the news, magazine articles, blog
posts, and even apps we so greedily consume.
But that’s too glib of an indictment — sure, given the
choice between free and not-free, most people choose free
most of the time, and what’s wrong with that? “Cheap
bastard” is just a more engaging way of saying “rational
economic actor". When faced with two options of
equivalent utility, why would you pay if you didn’t have to?
Without venturing too far into the weeds of history,
how about if we blame the guy responsible for the concept
of free-market capitalism — Adam Smith, he of the
invisible hand? I’ve not read his “Wealth of Nations” (I’m
a writer, not an economist!), but it seems to me that the
very basis of a free market is that prices are set freely by
consent between vendors and consumers, free from
intervention by government, monopoly, or other
authority. I’d argue that implicit in that is that various
business models are acceptable, based as they are on
different forms of consent (and in a situation where
something is freely available, consent can be determined
only by consumption).
Blaming Adam Smith is unsatisfying, though, since,
among other problems, he died in 1790, and therefore
didn’t know anything about Internet business models —
he didn’t even overlap with Charles Babbage or Ada
Lovelace, who were born in 1791 and 1815 respectively. It’s
tempting lay some blame at their feet too, along with Alan
Turing, as pioneers of computing without whose work we
wouldn’t have digital content that can be replicated ad
infinitum without any loss of quality. But, you know,
they’re dead too.
Let’s jump forward to the 1830s, which saw the rise of
the “penny press” — newspapers that sold for a penny
each, rather than the six cents that was common at the
time, democratizing journalism and making money
( continues )
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Internet Content Woes
through paid advertisements. Though they came late to
the penny press game, and certainly weren’t the first to
take ads, the next people on whom to lay blame are George
Jones and Henry Raymond, who in 1851 founded The New
York Daily Times, later to be renamed The New York
Times.
Now we’re getting somewhere, since The New York
Times has both covered the ad-blocking brouhaha and
weighed in on the utility of ad blockers, all while serving
ads that actively prevented designer and blogger Khoi
Vinh (formerly Design Director for NYTimes.com) from
reading the article about ad-blocking. Ironic, no?
That’s not quite fair, though, since The New York
Times tries hard to make people pay, allowing readers to
view only ten free articles per month, and charging for
online access at rates ranging from $3.75 to $8.75 per week,
depending on whether you want to use a smartphone, a
tablet, or both (and share with a family member). Tellingly,
daily delivery of the physical paper costs only $8.90 per
week.
So The New York Times is trying to charge mostly for
its content — apparently all those dead trees and delivery
trucks make up only 15 cents of the subscription price.
That implies that the Internet itself is inextricably tied up
in the whole mess — so how about we blame Al Gore, who
never said he invented the Internet but may as well take
some heat for the moment? But we can’t lay more than
government funding for the pipes at Gore’s feet, so what
do you say we point the finger at Tim Berners-Lee, creator
of the World Wide Web? Not for creating it (thanks,
Tim!) but for ignoring the intellectual efforts of Ted
Nelson, whose Project Xanadu had a far more powerful
concept of linking that incorporated two-way links, rights
management with automatic usage royalties, and
micropayments. Heck, let’s blame Ted Nelson too, for
being too much of a visionary and too little of an
implementer.
But they’re not responsible for the dominant Internet
business model of giving content away for free and
generating revenue entirely from ads. That can perhaps be
laid at the feet of free, ad-supported newspapers, which
date back to 1885. Unfortunately, despite that early start,
they didn’t really take off until recent times. A better
scapegoat would be commercial radio, which got its start
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in the 1920s, and commercial television, which dates to the
1950s. Initially, both radio and TV used a single sponsor
model before realizing that it would be easier to sell smaller
blocks of advertising time to multiple businesses. The
sponsor model would come back to fund both the nonprofit National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS), founded in 1970. Blame them
too, not in the least because that’s where Tonya and I took
our inspiration when we began the first advertising
program on the Internet in 1992 (see “TidBITS
Sponsorship Program,” 20 July 1992). We can’t sidestep
our blame for all this. Nor can Tim O’Reilly, whose Global
Network Navigator was the first Web publication to take
clickable ads.
If I’m going to shoulder some blame here, I want to
share it with a few billionaires. Larry Page and Sergey
Brin’s Google took the concept of Internet advertising and
ran with it, building a corporate behemoth based on the
idea that you could make compelling Internet services
available for free and generate revenues based not just on
advertising, but on contextual, targeting advertising that
attempts to display ads users might find useful.
On the topic of tracking, let’s blame the U.S.
National Security Agency for taking something that’s
potentially annoying and at minimum theoretically
troubling (ad-based tracking) and turning it into
something truly creepy (mass domestic surveillance by a
government agency).
Over at Apple, Tim Cook and company have made
hay from the fact that Apple doesn’t collect information
about its users to target advertising better, and to prevent
government agencies from acquiring it. That’s not to say
Apple doesn’t want to advertise to you — iAd, anyone? —
but the company’s business model is primarily based
instead on the almost quaint principle of selling a product
for money. However, Apple is far from blameless in the
woes of Internet content, thanks to its role in creating the
highly artificial App Store and iBooks Store markets — we
can lay that at the feet of Steve Jobs. Thanks to Apple’s
refusal to allow demos and paid upgrades for apps,
separation of developers from their users, and poor
interface that makes price the primary differentiator of
similar-sounding products, apps and books have been
almost entirely devalued in the eyes of consumers.
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Of course, Apple was far from the first to devalue
software. For that, we need look no further than Richard
Stallman, founder of the free software movement, and
Linus Torvalds, the driving force behind the Linux kernel
that would later sit at the heart of numerous operating
systems, most notably billions of copies of Google’s
Android. To be fair, Stallman in particular feels software
should be free as in speech, not free as in beer, but that’s
a distinction lost on many.
The problem for the purposes of today’s discussion
is that when software is free (as in beer), developers have
to develop alternative business models, such as charging
for tech support, hosting, ancillary services, or premium
features. That’s not a problem in and of itself, but it
encourages the same sort of behavior in other fields.
Google, of course, but also look at Facebook, where Mark
Zuckerberg and company have figured out how to
monetize your relationships by selling ads alongside your
personal communications.
What’s most annoying is that we’re not worth very
much to any of these companies. Facebook’s average
revenue per user (ARPU) is only about $10, about double
Twitter’s $5 ARPU and far behind Google’s $45 ARPU.
Heck, if it were an option, I wouldn’t even blink at paying
$45 per year for all the great stuff Google provides me
instead of seeing ads, and I’d happily hand over $15 per year
for ad-free Facebook and Twitter combined.
But paying for the services we use, the content we
consume, and the apps we install is quite literally a hard
sell, despite all the negatives that come with business
models that separate product from price. Speaking of
which, let’s drag Jeff Bezos in for helping to devalue digital
goods, starting with the way Amazon drove down the
price of ebooks by selling them as loss leaders, and most
recently with the new Amazon Underground app and
service. Amazon Underground provides Android users
with access to over $10,000 worth of apps, games, and inapp purchases for free, paying developers $0.0020 per
minute (two-tenths of a cent), which means a penny per
five minutes, or 12 cents per hour. Amazon is presumably
funding the service through increased sales of other
products, but the entire thing brings to mind the old joke,
“We lose money on every sale, but make it up on volume."
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It seems clear that there’s plenty of blame to go
around for how we’ve ended up in a world where all our
digital content is free and we’re used as raw material in
increasingly troubling monetization schemes. Most
recently, ad industry behavior is what brought this
situation to a head, but if online ads weren’t so universally
ignored, the industry might not have felt the need to stoop
to tracking-based targeting. Or perhaps it would have;
cable TV companies and movie theaters certainly aren’t
shy about adding advertising even after we pay our cable
bill or buy a movie ticket. And individual advertisers are
just trying to tell us about their products and services —
it’s hard enough to introduce something new to the public
with advertising; without advertising, it’s nearly
impossible.
In the end, I’m going to return to where I started,
and say that society as a whole is responsible. But the
opportunity for change also lies with all of us, both in our
everyday ways of choosing free services and support of
broader policies. I see ad blockers as just a weapon in an
arms race, not a solution, but here are a few changes that
could make a difference, in decreasing order of likelihood:
• Digital content, app, and service companies could
offer paid, ad-free alternatives for those who
want to pay directly. Google, where can I send
my $45?
• The U.S. federal government could adopt privacy
protections along the lines of the European
Union’s Data Protection Directive.
• Someone could develop an Internet platform that
enables us to manage our personal information to
ensure accuracy, control access, and benefit
directly from any commercial use. If we’re to be
commercial objects, I believe we should have a say
in how our data and attention is monetized.
I’m not holding my breath for any of these, so for
now, if you’re bothered by this situation, I encourage you
to focus your support on companies that do business in
ways you approve of..
Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2015
TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008
TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative
Commons License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.
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Freshly Squeezed Reviews: Everything That You Wanted To
Know About ʻPhotos'
But Were Afraid To Ask
by Frank Petrie

For years, Lesa Snider has been an ace photographer,
a Photoshop black belt, a prolific writer and columnist, a
lecturer and anything else that she could find to do with
photography. (How many years? I’m not stupid and Mrs.
Petrie didn’t raise no fool!)
So, when O’Reilly Press <http://www.oreilly.com>
needed someone to pen “Photos: The Missing Manual,”
they had to think for all of several seconds. (I know Lesa
and when she does something regarding photography, she
is incredibly thorough.)
"Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot
more than simply store and edit pictures and videos on a
Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll
learn how to import, organize, and share your digital
memories, as well as how to improve, print, and use your
photos in creative projects. With Lesa Snider’s step-bystep instructions and expert advice, you’ll master Photos
and tame your image library—and have fun along the way!”
Photos was created to replace iPhoto (which was
more than a decade old!) and its newer, more professional
brethren, Aperture. Newer code means a faster app and
more features.
‘Photos: TMM' is more than a book; it’s a weighty
tome. No stone left unturned. Lesa explains all of the new
features and how to get the most out of them.
She’s most impressed with Photos ability to use
Photos in conjunction with Apple’s iCloud storage service
to sync your picture library to all your Apple devices, “so
you can have all your photos with you all the time.” (Note
that Apple’s iCloud service is not free.)
‘Photos: TMM' can answer any question that you
should have on whether or not you can perform a specific
function within Photos or whether you need to look to a
third party app for help with some heavy lifting. In short,
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Photos the program lies somewhere in between a program
for family shots and an app for professionals.
Just browsing through the book’s index will give you
an idea of just how useful this book will be to you. In fact,
it’s a bit daunting at first, it’s so voluminous. (Santa
brought me a Thesaurus for Christmas.)
Lesa is most impressed with how logically Photos
simply organizes your pictures and videos by years,
collections, and moments. Plus its powerful organizing
and search capabilities.
Just reading excerpts from this manual, I learned
several things. Not being much of a shutterbug (although,
oddly, I have a B.A. in film and video), it had never dawned
on me to apply keywords to my photos, so as to simplify my
searches. I keyword my reviews and music but never
thought of applying the practice to my photos. DUH!
Another ‘flat head’ moment!
And she takes this concept much further explaining
everything that you could possibly want to know about
your photo’s meta data.
What I found most useful was browsing the index.
To read the book from cover to cover would no doubt
make you a Photos ninja but would probably consume six
months of your life. But if you have a particular issue that
you need to address immediately, you can zero in on that
very simply. Or if your desire is to become a Photos ninja
after all, you can digest all the information in blocks over
a period of time.
‘Photos: TMM’ walks you through the steps to
migrate your photos from either iPhoto or Aperture into
your Photos library. And too many other topics to even
begin to list. Plus the part of any manual that I tend to use
the most: Troubleshooting.
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‘Photos: TMM’ explains in detail the incredible
amount of editing tools from simple rotation and
cropping, to removing scratches, blemishes and such. I
learned that “you can easily copy and paste those edits
onto another image.” Maybe a nobrainer for you but, as I said, I only
dabble in taking pics. So, this was a
real eye opener.
Learn how to make slideshows
and movies. How to create custom
books, cards and calendars. Even how
to add text to your photographs.
The other bit about this manual
that I found to be most impressive is
that it covers thoroughly both
versions of Photos: the OS X version
of Photos for your desktop and the
iOS version, as well.
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Photos:The Missing Manual is currently available
from
O’Reilly
Books
<http://shop.oreilly.com/
product/0636920036340.do> in hard copy for $29.99 or
various electronic formats (ePub, Mobi, PDF) for
$25.99. And if you like to keep all your bases
covered, you can bundle the hard copy and eBook
for $32.99!
There’s also a free sample
<http://
shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920036340.do>
that you can peruse . Just scroll down the page.
If you take your photography seriously and
want to learn how to push the boundaries of
Photos, you need look no further than this book.
And with the holidays fast approaching …

©2015 Frank Petrie
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Freshly Squeezed Review: Bring The Phun Back To B&W
by Frank Petrie

Monochromatic. “adjective; containing or using only one color:
monochromatic light.” Before the
technology was available, all film and
photography was rendered in black and
white. In film, it saw its heyday in film
noir. As for photography, you need
know but one name - Ansel Adams.

And that brings us to this month’s review. The people at Macphun <http://macphun.com> have in their collection of tools
that will aid you in reviving this long, lost
art. To create amazing black and white images you’ll want to use Tonality <http://
macphun.com/tonality>.

With the advent of color film
stock, the art of black and white photography nearly died. Thanks to a few
diehards, it remained on life support.
But done properly and with the right
tools, black and white imagery can be incredibly powerful
and astonishingly beautiful.
Now, thanks to the digital age, we can once again
relish in black and white imagery. Yes, you can use presets
in many apps but, with advanced tools, you can make incredible photos by drilling down and adjusting the light
frequencies and other attributes. (If memory serves, Mr.
Adams used a Red #25 filter to achieve his incredible
richness of sky tones.)

Volume 29, Number 11

"Tonality is the most advanced and feature rich black & white image editor on
Mac OS. It imports RAW images and includes a complete set of darkroom-inspired features for creating amazing fine
art monochrome photos.”
To learn how to use all of the various tools, Macphun
has a collection of over a dozen videos they call the
“Tonality Learning Lab.” <http://vimeopro.com/macphunfamily/tonalitylearninglab> Here you’ll be instructed how to navigate the interface, how to intelligently use
presets, how to properly apply grain, use layers (up to seven) to enhance your compositions and more. There are
fourteen tutorials in all.
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Freshly Squeezed Review: Bring The Phun Back To B&W
If you’re really only interested in presets, Tonality has
your back with 50 presets, all of which are adjustable. You
can also mark your favorite presets by clicking on the star
just below it. You can import custom presets plus create
your presets of your own and save them for future use.

When finished, you have the option of exporting your
final image to their print lab for high quality print images.
As has become the norm, you can export to your
favorite Social Media venue all without having to leave
Tonality.

And you’re not limited to one preset per image. By
incorporating layers, you can combine presets. Couple
this with your ability to adjust the presets and you have
quite a powerful tool even when using it at its base level.

Oddly, as I have a degree in Film/Video, you would
think that I would have an extensive library of snaps. But
in reality, the converse is the truth. So, I am learning a lot
using this app.

Also when you use your presets with layers, the tools
that your selected preset is using will light up on the right
hand side of your interface.

I found the UI very intuitive. The expandable tools are
available in the right sidebar, There’s also several
functions/tools located at the top of the pane. After
watching the videos, I
opened up a photograph
and just began playing
with the various tools to
get a real feel for the app’s
capabilities. (You can
learn a lot simply pushing
buttons.)
One of the tools that I
found most useful as an
amateur
was
the
Navigation Tool. It
brings up a small pane
that allows you to zoom in
and focus on a specific
region
of
your
photograph, enabling you
to work on fine details.

Tonality can stand as a separate application or be used
professionally as a plug-in within Photoshop, Lightroom,
Photoshop Elements and Aperture. There’s Authentic
film emulation presets, native RAW support with 16-bit
image processing, support of the most popular image
formats from JPEG to PSD, texture overlays (24 available)
with export custom textures capabilities and over a dozen
more high-end features.

There’s also a Split Screen tool that will bring up
‘before’ and ‘after’ renderings of the project you’re
working on side-by-side. As a bonus, you can arrange the
screen to perform your comparison in either portrait or
landscape mode, whichever workflow you prefer.
Tonality has a histogram feature, which to be honest,
as a neophyte, I haven’t completely wrapped my head
around as of yet. To really get a feel for Tonality, watch
their training videos several times to understand using all
of the tools in greater detail.
( continues )
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Freshly Squeezed Review: Bring The Phun Back To B&W
Tonality comes in two versions: Tonality and Tonality
Pro. Tonality Pro provides these advanced features for
professionals:
- "Plug-in support for Adobe PS, Lightroom, Apple
Aperture.
- "Advanced Layers functionality with Blend Modes
- "The ability to use the source color from the original
image
- "8 layers for enhanced creativity
- "Upgraded Vignette with Centering & Luminosity
control
- "Zone System to "balance" gray shades for superior
contrast
- "Support of additional shortcuts for faster workflow
- "Histograms with tonal range clipping and pixel
saturation
- “Smart Object (Photoshop plug-in)”

Volume 29, Number 11

I encourage you, at the very least, to try the trial of
Tonality
<http://macphun.com/getstarted/tonality?
product=tonality>. Go and take several photographs or
grab a photo from your library (particularly one that you
thought was extremely ordinary) and open it up in
Tonality. Start adjusting it into a black and white image
using the techniques that you have learned.
I guarantee you that you’ll be amazed at the number of
hidden gems that reside in your library. Perhaps you have
talent you hadn’t realized!
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Officers and Committee Chairs
David L. Davis, President........................(908) 537-0934
Bill Barr, Program Chair......................(908) 730-8418
Michael W. Fordice, PhD, Webmaster....(973) 361-3715
Bob Fasanello, Co-Newsletter Editor.......(908) 537-2803
David L. Davis, Acting Co-Newsletter Editor
David L. Davis, Acting Treasurer
Hugh Murphy, Jr., Secretary..............(609) 660-1052

General Membership
Xochitl (Sheila) Barnes.............xochitlb@comcast.net
Bill Barr.......................... thepegroup@earthlink.net
Bob Brickman....................robrick1965@earthlink.net
Ronni Buffington.............................vbuff@verizon.net
Rosemary Carnali......................rmcarnali@yahoo.com
WalterChandoha............chandoha@embarqmail.com
KathyCounterman...........................kcounter@ptd.net
David Davis...........................davidldavis@comcast.net
Lia DiStefano...............................Liadida@verizon.net
Erika Eick........................................erikaeick@me.com
Bob Fasanello...................................hrhbob@mac.com
Mike Fordice............................mike4dice@gmail.com
Herbert Goodfriend................bonami@mailforce.net
Doris Kiziah............................dwkiziah@comcast.net

About the Member List
Every effort is made to keep the member directory
current. If your name has disappeared from the list
you may be delinquent in your dues. Please send
all address updates, changes and corrections to
President David Davis.

Chod Lang...............................chodlang11@mac.com
Lisa Heilman Lomauro.................lufetarg@live.com
Dennis McAvoy...............dennismcavoy11@me.com
Don McBride.............................don@mcbride.name
Jim McMekin......................jmcmekin@comcast.net
Sheila Meiman....................sjmeiman@meiman.com
Stan Menscher................stan.menscher@gmail.com
Margo Murphy........................margo2@comcast.net
Hugh Murphy Jr................murphthesurf@mac.com
....dennis@nac.net
Helen Oszucik.....................poobear@infionline.net
Jim Oszucik......................... pootwo@infionline.net
Frank Peluso............................fpeluso@comcast.net
Lee Roth.........................................lbr@lawroth.com
Dennis Spence................dennisthree@outlook.com
.
Bruce Thomson, Jr.............blackriver@comcast.net
Christine Wojtaszek....................chriswo@mac.com
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